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Current density distribution in PEFC
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Abstract

The determination of the current distribution in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) is of great practical importance to optimize the
process parameter such as the flow field design, the humidification of reaction gases and the utilization of the fuel gas. In this paper, subcells
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pproach is used to measure current density distribution in PEFC with an active electrode area of 30 cm. Fuel cell performances determin
nder different operation conditions clearly indicate that the water balance influences the cell performance most significantly. Furthe

nteresting to note that under certain condition both membrane drying and electrode flooding are shown simultaneously inducing p
ecaying.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) is regarded as
ne of the most promising propulsion systems for the forth-
oming age of electric vehicles (EVs), because this system
as many benefits such as high power density, quick start-
p, low temperature operation and rapid response to loads

1]. In the past years, more and more automotive compa-
ies have developed their own PEFC powered demonstration
ehicles. While at the same time, there are still many chal-
enges[2] for this technology straightening its way to com-

ercialisation; one of them is the optimization of the current
ensity distribution, which is affected by the following pa-
ameters:

stoichiometries of the fuel gas and oxygen/air;
humidification conditions;

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 10 62784827; fax: +86 10 62771150.
E-mail address:maozq@tsinghua.edu.cn (Z. Mao).

– microstructure of the gas diffusion electrode (thickn
structure, ionic and electronic conductivity, gas diffus
layer);

– flow field design.

A non-uniform distribution of these parameters within
cell will result in an non-uniform current density distributi
leading to lower catalyst utilization, lower energy efficien
and last but not least to a reduced life time of the cell[3]. To
measure current density distribution in the fuel cell plane
further contribute to a better understanding of mass tran
process in the fuel cell and should lead to an optimized
sign of the relevant fuel cell components (i.e., gas diffu
electrode with electrocatalyst, membrane electrode as
bly with gas diffusion layer, gas manifolding system, bipo
plate).

In the past decade, intensive modeling work on the P
single cell has been done by many researchers[4–8]. To eval-
uate the models, current density distribution measure
experiments have been reported by several groups in pa
378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) adapted printed
circuit board approach to measure local current densities in
a PEFC cell. The authors measured current density and high
frequency resistance distribution under different operation
conditions in a 100 cm2 fuel cell [3]. Stumper et al.[9] in
Ballard Power Systems Inc., compared three approaches for
current distribution measurement: partial MEA approach,
subcells approach and current distribution mapping ap-
proach. Different to Stumper’s mapping approach, in which
a series of graphite blocks are used, Wieser et al.[10] used
Hall sensors to map current density distribution in 600 cm2

fuel cell. The current distribution mapping methods have
high spatial resolution and could give transient distribution
information. Noponen et al.[11] used a neilsbed to measure
current density in a free-breathing PEFC. Most recently,
Mench et al. used segmented anode approach to measure
current density distribution in a direct methanol fuel cell
(DMFC) [12] and a PEFC[13].

The basic idea for current density measurements is the
use of a segmented flow field plate to measure local currents
separately. There are some experimental aspects to be noticed
in such flow field segmenting method:

(1) It is difficult to make sure that every segment is similarly
well contacted with the carbon paper so that all contact re-
sistances are about the same. In Noponen’s neilsbed[11],
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Fig. 1. Structural plot of the anode plate.

2.2. Membrane electrode assembly

The MEA used in our experiments is “01 type” MEA
of Beijing LN Power Sources Co. Ltd. with the active area
about 30 cm2 (4.7 cm× 6.4 cm). Here for current distribu-
tion measurement, special MEAs are prepared with 12 lit-
tle segments on the anode side: after the anode carbon pa-
per is painted with catalyst, 12 circular carbon flakes with
a diameter of 9 mm are cut down from it, corresponding
to the positions of the bolts in the anode plate. The flakes
are then cut to 8 mm diameter ones and placed back to the
original positions, hot-pressed with a cathode carbon paper
and a Nafion® 112 membrane to be an anode-segmented-
MEA.

nt.
contact resistance difference is shown to affect mea
ment results greatly.

2) Gas leakage should be avoided though the gaps be
the segments.

In the present work, Stumper’s subcells approach[9] is
odified to measure current density distribution in a 302

EFC. The segmented anode plate is specially design
revent leakage and assure parallelism between the seg

. Experimental

.1. Anode plate

For the measurements of current density distributio
0-mm thick copper plate was used for the anode, whi

hick enough to make sure that bracing effect will have
east influence in the measurement. Wieser et al.[10] have
ointed out that for fuel cell with large active area, brac
ondition will have strong effect on current density distri
ion. In the anode plate, 12 apertures with steps are drill
roper positions. Then 12 copper bolts, which are insulat

he plate with plastic gaskets are emplaced into the ape
nd fastened with nuts. The gaskets also function as lea
roof for gases. Then the working plane of the plate is m
at and machined with serpentine flow channels. At last
lane is coated with gold to avoid corrosion and reduce

act resistance. The structure of the anode plate could be
n Figs. 1 and 2. It could also be seen that each circular
s designated with a number as seen inFig. 1.
 Fig. 2. Schematic of the fuel cell for current distribution measureme
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2.3. Measurement system

For the anode plate, each bolt is connected with a 10-m�

current-viewing resistor and then connected to the electric
load together with the main plate. The measurements were
done in the galvanostatic mode applying constant currents
through the cell between 0 and 30 A. The voltage of each
resistor shared is then recorded, together with the potential
of each subcell and the main cell. It could be seen that the
subcells are not working on the same potential, which is a
little bit different from a real fuel cell. However, the potential
difference between each subcell is so small that it will not
introduce too much error in results. The difference of the
local current densities between the subcells was estimated
to be less than 1%. All the experiments were conducted on
a fuel cell measurement platform provided by Beijing LN
Power Sources Co. Ltd.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Base case

In the Beijing LN fuel cell test station, normal operation
conditions for “01 type” fuel cell are listed in the following:
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•
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Fig. 4. Current density/cell voltage plots of some subcells under base case;
pH2 =pair = 3 bar;Thumid=Tcell = 75◦C; ξH2 = ξair = 2.

inlet area (subcells 1–3) and the outlet area (subcells 10–12).
While with increasing load the current density of the inlet
area increases more rapidly than that of the outlet area. At a
total current of 24 A through the cell, the local current in the
inlet area is almost twice that of the outlet area.

Fig. 4shows the polarization curves of some subcells: 2,
5, 8 and 11. With lower loads, the performance of the inlet
area is inferior to that of the middle area. On the other hand,
higher loads cause the best performance. This observation
indicates that, with lower applied currents produces water
amounts in the cell, which might not be enough to hydrate
the membrane of the inlet area full sufficiently. While in the
middle area, the membrane is very good humidified, because
water is produced leading to a better performance. At increas-
ing loads, the feed gases transport enough water to saturate
the inlet area. Under these conditions the best performance is
obtained. Along the follow channel, with more and more wa-
ter produced, the MEA is more and more seriously flooded.
So subcells nearer to the outlet is easier to be flooded and
the polarization curve drops rapidly at lower current density
value.

The current distribution results reported in the present pa-
per are different to those in reference[3]. In their results, cur-
rent density of the middle area is almost the smallest, while
the outlet area the highest. Many modeling results give cur-
r
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pressure of hydrogen and air: 3 bar (absolute pressur
humidifying temperature of hydrogen and air: 75◦C;
cell temperature: 75◦C;
stoichiometric flow ratio of hydrogen and air: 2.

These parameters are regarded as the base case fo
urrent density measurement presented in this paper.

Fig. 3 gives the current density distribution plot of t
ase case under different applied currents. It can be

hat in the case of lower electronic loads, the current de
f the middle area (subcells 4–9) is higher than that o

ig. 3. Current density of the subcells at different total cell currents u
ase case;pH2 =pair = 3 bar;Thumid=Tcell = 75◦C; ξH2 = ξair = 2.
ent density decaying trend along the flow channel[14,15],
hich is very similar to the present results with higher lo
omparing experimental data presented here with tho
ench et al.[13], the trend is almost the same.
In the following experiment, the fuel cell is operated

total current of 30 A. After operating for a short time,
oltage suddenly dropped to zero without current dropp
hen the air flux is adjusted a much higher values, liq
ater droplets could be seen blown out of the cell. Then
oltage reached the normal value. This observation indi
hat at high loads, the water produced in the cell could
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Fig. 5. Current density of the subcells at different total cell currents and lower
cell temperature;pH2 =pair = 3 bar;Thumid=Tcell = 60◦C; ξH2 = ξair = 2.

be blown out of cell easily. Thus, liquid water accumulates
and blocks the pores of the carbon paper, which makes it dif-
ficult for oxygen to transport from the flow channel to the
catalyst layer. When oxygen concentration on the catalyst
surface drops to zero, the oxygen concentration overpoten-
tial leads to cell voltage drop down to zero sharply. Since
the cell is operated under constant current in these experi-
ments, this could lead to a cell reversal evolving hydrogen
instead of oxygen reduction, i.e., electrolysis instead of fuel
cell mode.

3.2. Lower operation temperature

When the fuel cell is operated at 60◦C with the same hu-
midifying temperature, similar current density distribution
is obtained compared to the base case as shown inFig. 5.
However, current density difference between the inlet and
the outlet area is sometimes not as great as the base case.
This means that electrode flooding is not so serious com-
pared with the base case. To confirm that, current/voltage
curves of the whole cell (including the subcells) are measured
under different operation conditions. In this experiment the
cell voltage is controlled and was linearly decreased with a
scan rate of1 m V s−1 and the reactant fluxes are fixed to
a value, which was two times the flow ratio of 0.8 A cm−2.
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Fig. 6. Current density/cell voltage plots of the fuel cell under different
conditions.

ing humidifying water and produced water) in the fuel cell at
60◦C.

3.3. Lower operation pressure

With the polarization curves inFig. 6 we can see that
the cell performance under 2 bar is inferior to that of the
base case, especially for flooding under lower current den-
sity value.Fig. 7demonstrates more unevenly current distri-
bution comparing withFig. 3. With 16 A load, current density
of the outlet area is about half that of the inlet area and dif-
ference between them is higher with 20 A load. The reason
of the more uneven distribution of current density lies in two
aspects: first, about 50% more water is brought into the fuel
cell at lower pressure than the base case, so the electrode is
more seriously flooded; second, oxygen partial pressure be-

F
2

olarization curves measured under different condition
lotted inFig. 6. Comparing the curve of the base case

hat of the lower temperature operation, it could be s
hat performance is lower at 60◦C than at 75◦C. However
ooding takes place at higher current values. The re
or this might be the lower partial pressure of water va
s at lower temperature. Thus, under operating condi
f the cell at lower humidifying and reacting temperat

ess water is brought into the fuel cell. It is estimated
he air brings about 50% less water into the fuel ce
0◦C than 75◦C and that there is 12% less water (incl
ig. 7. Current density of the subcells under lower pressure;pH2 =pair=
bar;Thumid=Tcell = 75◦C; ξH2 = ξair = 2.
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comes lower and lower along the flow channel. With lower
partial pressure and heavier flooding, it is more difficult to
transport oxygen through the pores of the carbon paper to the
catalyst layer. As a result, a more uneven current distribution
trend is shown.

3.4. Lower humidifying temperature

The former experiments clearly show that flooding in-
fluences the performance of the fuel cell. Along with the
flow channel, flooding becomes more important. However,
as shown in the former figures, current density of the inlet
area is lower than that of the middle area with lower loads.
It can be concluded that the inlet area is not fully saturated.
To confirm it, the fuel cell is operated at low humidifying
temperature. The cell performance given inFig. 6 reveals at
60◦C humidifying and 75◦C reaction exhibits a much infe-
rior performance compared to the base case at lower current,
but it is far less easy to be flooded.

It is interesting to note that under some conditions, both
membrane drying and electrode flooding phenomena are ap-
parent regarding the current distribution plots.Fig. 8 shows
that with lower loads (up to 16 A), current density increases
from the inlet to the outlet area; and with the increasing of
load, current density of the outlet area increases quicker than
t A),
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Fig. 9. Current density/cell voltage plots of some subcells under lower
humidifying temperature;pH2 =pair = 3 bar; Thumid= 60◦C, Tcell = 75◦C;
ξH2 = ξair = 2.

is the outlet area that is being flooded by liquid water. Thus,
current density does not increase much with the increasing
of loads. However, the middle area is very good humidified
without serious flooding, so rapid increasing could be seen
first for the third row and then for the second row. When the
load is higher enough, the flooding area extends to the third
row, of which area the current density increasing speed of
slows down. Here it could be seen that there is an optimal
value for the fuel cell humidified by water: with less water,
membrane will not be full saturated and will not show the
best performance. On the other hand, with more water, the
electrode will be flooded and causes difficulties in gas diffus-
ing.

3.5. Different stoichiometric flow ratio of air

The dependency of the current distribution on the variation
of the air stoichiometry is shown inFig. 10. When the airflow
rate was enhanced from 2 to 4 and 6, the current density of
the inlet area decreases, while that of the middle area (first
the second row and then the third row) and the outlet area
increases. For regions in the fuel cell being flooded, higher
air flow rate will improve liquid water draining out of the cell
and lighten MEA flooding. But for regions without flooding,
higher flow rate will speedup membrane drying. For the most
i n-
i ing
o ter
a e for
t ized
b ore
p flow
r ion,
l avor-
a ment
hat of the inlet area. With higher loads (more than 16
urrent density of middle area increases rapidly, while
f the outlet area increases much slower.Fig. 9 shows po

arization curves of some subcells. It is obvious that, w
0◦C humidifying for the feed gases, the inlet area suf

rom membrane drying, which could be deduced from
oor performance of the inlet area shown inFigs. 8 and 9.
ecause water produced is not too much to flood the

rode with lower loads, membrane saturating condition is
oming better along the flow channel leading to increa
urrent density. When fuel cell load is high enough, fir

ig. 8. Current density of the subcells under lower humidifying tempera

H2 =pair = 3 bar;Thumid= 60◦C,Tcell = 75◦C; ξH2 = ξair = 2.
nclined drying inlet region, lower flow ratio will help retai
ng water and avoid drying. For the most inclined flood
utlet region, higher flow ratio will help draining liquid wa
nd alleviate flooding. So there exists an optimal flow rat

he cell performance. This goal can in principle be real
y optimizing the flow field design: for the inlet area, m
arallel flow channels are required to slower down the
ate, favorable for water maintaining; for the outlet reg
ess flow channels are should speedup the flow rate, f
ble for water draining. That is to say, current measure
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Fig. 10. Current density of the subcells with different stoichiometric
flow ratios of air with 12 A (a) and 24 A (b) load;pH2 =pair = 3 bar;
Thumid=Tcell = 75◦C; ξH2 = 2; I = 24 A.

results will give very useful information to guide flow field
designing.

4. Conclusion

It was demonstrated that water distribution is the most im-
portant and sensitive factor to influence the cell performance
of a PEFC. The inlet region is most likely to suffer from mem-
brane drying, while the outlet region is most likely to suffer
from electrode flooding. Under certain conditions, these two
effects could be seen significantly influencing performance
of the fuel cell simultaneously.

Although the current density measurement method pre-
sented in this work has given very useful results for fuel cell
performance optimization, there are still some problems to
be solved:

1) The segments of the anode plate ride on several flow chan-
nels, so it is difficult to explain the current difference be-
tween the subcells in the same row.

2) Liquid water is likely to accumulate in the cirque regions
between the circular flakes and the anode carbon paper,
which may introduce some influence.

3) The subcells and the main anode plate are not operated
with the same potential value, which is not equivalent to

The future work should be oriented towards:

1) Perfect the measure system with non-segmented MEA
and multichannelled potentiostat as demonstrated in
[13].

2) Scale the anode plate up to measure MEA with larger area,
such as the 02 type MEA (150 cm2).

3) Current density distribution measurements using different
flow field designs should be evaluated to optimize the flow
field in the bipolar plate of a PEFC.
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